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1. Opening
   1.1 Introductions and opening
   1.2 Review of antitrust and patent rule: CH read the antitrust statement per DICOM/NEMA policies.
   1.3 Minutes of the previous meeting were endorsed by MG and JM

   **DICOM Technical Work Item information**
   Discussion on confocal microscopy (CM) supplement: Updates, suggestion and modifications to the draft supplement from WG-06 were discussed.

   - PH to draft Informative Context for Tiled Pyramidal Imaging
   - Two additions SOP classes need to be added they are 1) Confocal Microscopy Tiled Pyramidal Image Storage and 2) Confocal Microscopy Multi-Frame Image Storage
   - Only greyscale channels will be used so ICC profiles should U
   - MG to draft Content Item Description for Topical Substances
   - Table CID 4406 was reviewed
   - Skin Cancer Acquisition Context to be renamed Skin Imaging Acquisition Context and additional field specific to CM to be added.

   Action items:
   LC to send MG dates to facilitate meeting of the ERG
   LC to download WSI images and send to PH

2. Old Business
   No other business was discussed

3. New Business
   No other business was discussed

4. Other Business
   No other business was discussed

5. Next Meetings – tcons: Last Tuesday of each month, 1500 US ET
   Tuesday 26th October 2021, 1500 US EST

6. Next Meetings - F2F
   None planned whilst COVID travel restrictions in place
7. Adjournment

1545 Tuesday 28\textsuperscript{th} September 2021 US EST
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